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(57) ABSTRACT 

A Wide Area Serial PCI system for connecting peripheral 

devices to a computer. The WASP system includes a host 

computer system connected through a serial bus to a remote 

device. The serial bus can range from several meters to 

several kilometers or more. The host computer system 

includes a CPU and memory, and also includes a ?rst 

Peripheral Component Interconnect (PCI) bus, also referred 
to as the local PCI bus. A primary bridge according to the 

present invention is coupled to the ?rst PCI bus. The primary 

bridge includes PCI interface circuitry for interfacing to the 

?rst PCI bus. The remote device is located remotely from the 

computer system and comprises a second or remote PCI bus 

and one or more peripheral devices coupled to the second 

PCI bus. The remote device also includes a secondary bridge 

coupled to the second PCI bus. The secondary bridge 

includes PCI interface circuitry for interfacing to the second 

PCI bus. The serial bus is coupled betWeen the primary 

bridge and the secondary bridge. Each of the primary bridge 
and secondary bridge include parallel/serial transceivers for 
converting parallel data generated on the ?rst PCI bus and 

second PCI bus, respectively, to serial data for transmission 

on the serial bus and for converting serial data received from 

the serial bus to parallel data for generation on the ?rst PCI 

bus and second PCI bus, respectively. The primary bridge 

Int. c1.7 .......................... .. G06F 13/00; G06F 13/38 and the Secondary bridge Collectively implement a PCI-PCI 

US. Cl. ............................................................ .. 710/129 bridge register set. 
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SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR COUPLING 
PERIPHERAL BUSES THROUGH A SERIAL BUS 
USING A SPLIT BRIDGE IMPLEMENTATION 

CONTINUATION AND PRIORITY DATA 

[0001] This application is a continuation of US. patent 
application Ser. No. 09/092,342 titled “System and Method 
for Connecting Peripheral Buses Through a Serial Bus” ?led 
on Jun. 5, 1998, now US. Pat. No. , Which claims 
bene?t of priority of US. Provisional application Ser. No. 
60/052,123 titled “Wide Area Serial PCI” and ?led Jul. 10, 
1997, Whose inventors Were listed as Craig ConWay, B. 
Keith Odom, Glen Sescila, Robert Hormuth, and Kevin 
SchultZ, and Which also claims bene?t of priority of US. 
Provisional application Ser. No. 60/050,399 titled “Wide 
Area Serial PCI” and ?led Jun. 20, 1997, Whose inventor 
Was listed as Craig ConWay. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

[0002] The present invention relates to computer architec 
ture and more particularly to a system and method for 
interconnecting multiple PCI buses through a serial bus. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE RELATED ART 

[0003] The Peripheral Component Interconnect (PCI) 
Local Bus is a high performance, 32-bit or 64-bit bus With 
multiplexed address and data lines. It is intended for use as 
an interconnect mechanism betWeen highly integrated 
peripheral controller components, peripheral add-in boards, 
and processor/memory systems. The PCI bus has emerged as 
a very popular expansion bus for many computer systems 
and embedded systems. Aplethora of chipsets, devices, and 
controllers With a PCI bus interface have been marketed in 
the last feW years. Examples of I/O functions performed by 
PCI products include high-speed graphics controllers, Small 
Computer System Interface (SCSI) controllers, Fiber Chan 
nel adapters, Serial Storage Architecture (SSA) adapters, 
and local area netWork (LAN) interface devices such as 
Ethernet, Token Ring and FDDI controllers. 

[0004] Another popular I/O function in Which PCI is used 
is in the area of instrumentation. An instrument is a device 
Which collects data or information from an environment or 
unit under test and displays this information to a user. An 
instrument may also perform various data analysis and data 
processing on acquired data prior to displaying the data to 
the user. Examples of various types of instruments include 
data acquisition devices, oscilloscopes, digital multimeters, 
pressure sensors, etc. The types of information Which might 
be collected by respective instruments include voltage, resis 
tance, distance, velocity, pressure, frequency of oscillation, 
humidity or temperature, among others. 

[0005] Modern instrumentation systems are moving from 
dedicated stand-alone hardWare instruments such as oscil 
loscopes, digital multimeters, etc., to a concept referred to as 
virtual instrumentation. Virtual instrumentation systems 
comprise instrumentation hardWare such as circuit boards 
Which plug into general purpose personal computers. The 
instrumentation hardWare is controlled by softWare Which 
executes on the computers. Many virtual instrument hard 
Ware devices have been developed Which plug into a PCI 
bus. Other popular instrumentation buses are the VXI 
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(VMEbus eXtensions for Instrumentation) bus and General 
Purpose Interface Bus (GPIB). 

[0006] In instrumentation applications, as Well as others, 
often there is a need for the I/O function to be physically 
located remote from the host computer. For example, a data 
acquisition (DAQ) device may be required to be located in 
a test chamber Which is separated by some distance from the 
host computer controlling it. One solution for remotely 
interfacing VXI instruments in a VXI chassis to a computer 
is the Multisystem eXtension Interface (MXI) bus. 

[0007] The MXI bus is an open standard 32-bit general 
purpose system bus Which interconnects up to eight MXI 
devices using a ?exible cable. The MXI cable includes 32 
multiplexed address and data lines With parity, address 
modi?ers for multiple address spaces, single-level multi 
master prioritiZed bus arbitration signals, a single interrupt 
line, a bus error line and handshake lines. MXI devices use 
memory-mapped read and Write operations to access 
resources, such as registers and memory, of other MXI 
devices. The length of the MXI cable may be up to a 
maximum of 20 meters. In a typical con?guration, a MXI 
interface card is connected to an expansion bus of the host 
computer, such as an ISA or PCI bus. Another MXI interface 
card is plugged into a VXI slot of the VXI instrument 
chassis, and the tWo interface cards are coupled together via 
a MXI cable. 

[0008] One draWback of an MXI bus solution is the MXI 
bus interface cards and cables are not commodity items, and 
thus are relatively expensive. Thus, a solution is desired for 
remotely coupling PCI devices to a host computer. Since 
many PCI devices have already been developed, as Well as 
associated device driver softWare for controlling them, it is 
highly desirable for the solution to require no modi?cation 
to existing PCI device hardWare and little or no modi?cation 
to their associated device driver softWare. 

[0009] One method currently used in the industry to 
connect PCI devices in a robust mechanical factor is Com 
pactPCI. CompactPCI is an adaptation of the PCI mechani 
cal form factor for industrial and/or embedded applications 
requiring a more robust mechanical form factor than Desk 
top PCI. CompactPCI is electrically compatible With the PCI 
speci?cation and provides an optimiZed system for rugged 
applications. A neW instrumentation standard based on the 
CompactPCI form factor is referred to as PXI (PCI eXten 
sions for Instrumentation). 

[0010] It Would be desirable for PCI expansion devices 
coupled to a remote PCI or PXI bus to appear to the 
computer system as if they Were coupled directly to the local 
PCI bus in the computer system. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0011] The present invention comprises a Wide Area 
Serial PCI system for connecting peripheral devices to a 
computer. The system comprises a host computer system 
Which includes a CPU and memory, and also includes a ?rst 
Peripheral Component Interconnect (PCI) bus. A primary 
bridge according to the present invention is coupled to the 
?rst PCI bus. The primary bridge includes PCI interface 
circuitry for interfacing to the ?rst PCI bus. Aremote device 
is located remotely from said computer system, Wherein the 
remote device comprises a second or remote PCI bus and 
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one or more peripheral devices coupled to the second PCI 
bus. A secondary bridge is coupled to the second PCI bus, 
Wherein said secondary bridge includes PCI interface cir 
cuitry for interfacing to the second PCI bus. A serial bus is 
coupled betWeen the primary bridge and the secondary 
bridge. 

[0012] The primary bridge and secondary bridge are oper 
able to transmit PCI bus cycles over the serial bus. The 
primary bridge is operable to receive PCI cycles on the ?rst 
PCI bus and generate serial data on the serial bus in response 
thereto, and the secondary bridge is operable to receive the 
serial data from the serial bus and generate corresponding 
PCI cycles on the second PCI bus. In a similar manner the 
secondary bridge is operable to receive PCI cycles on the 
second PCI bus and generate serial data on the serial bus in 
response thereto, and the primary bridge is operable to 
receive the serial data from the serial bus and generate 
corresponding PCI cycles on the ?rst PCI bus. In this 
manner, the CPU in the host computer system is operable to 
generate cycles on the ?rst PCI bus to communicate With 
peripheral devices coupled to the second PCI bus. Likewise, 
the peripheral devices in the remote device coupled to the 
second or remote PCI bus can generate cycles on the second 
PCI bus to communicate With the CPU, memory or other 
devices in the computer system. 

[0013] Thus, according to the present invention, the CPU 
is operable to generate cycles on the ?rst PCI bus to 
communicate With a peripheral device, Wherein the periph 
eral device is coupled to either the ?rst PCI bus or the second 
PCI bus. In addition, softWare developed to communicate 
With a peripheral device coupled to the ?rst PCI bus of the 
host computer can also be used to communicate With the 
peripheral device regardless of Whether the peripheral 
device is coupled to the ?rst PCI bus or the second PCI bus. 
Thus, to the CPU, the one or more peripheral devices 
coupled to the second PCI bus appear coupled to the ?rst 
PCI bus. Stated another Way, the one or more peripheral 
devices coupled to the second PCI bus are virtually coupled 
to said ?rst PCI bus. 

[0014] Each of the primary bridge and secondary bridge 
include parallel/serial transceivers for converting parallel 
data generated on the ?rst PCI bus and second PCI bus, 
respectively, to serial data for transmission on the serial bus 
and for converting serial data received from the serial bus to 
parallel data for generation on the ?rst PCI bus and second 
PCI bus, respectively. The primary bridge and the secondary 
bridge collectively implement a PCI-PCI bridge register set. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0015] Abetter understanding of the present invention can 
be obtained When the folloWing detailed description of the 
preferred embodiment is considered in conjunction With the 
folloWing draWings, in Which: 

[0016] FIG. 1: shoWs a PCI-PCI Bridge Block Diagram 
according to the prior art; 

[0017] FIG. 1a shoWs a WASP System Block Diagram 
according to the present invention, including a primary 
WASP bridge and a secondary WASP bridge; 

[0018] FIG. 2: shoWs a block diagram of a system utiliZ 
ing the WASP of the present invention; 
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[0019] FIG. 2a is a block diagram of the system of FIG. 
2; 

[0020] FIG. 3: shoWs a Block Diagram of a WASP bridge; 

[0021] FIG. 4: illustrates the input/output Transaction 
ForWarding Map; 

[0022] FIG. 5: illustrates the memory Transaction For 
Warding Map; 

[0023] FIG. 6: illustrates the WASP Frame Format and 
Parity Generation; 

[0024] FIG. 7: illustrates WASP Command Packets; 

[0025] FIG. 8: is a table describing the Error Condition 
Responses; and 

[0026] FIG. 9: is a table describing the RTO Packet 
Encoding. 

[0027] While the invention is susceptible to various modi 
?cations and alternative forms speci?c embodiments are 
shoWn by Way of eXample in the draWings and Will herein be 
described in detail. It should be understood hoWever, that 
draWings and detailed description thereto are not intended to 
limit the invention to the particular form disclosed. But on 
the contrary the invention is to cover all modi?cations, 
equivalents and alternative folloWing Within the spirit and 
scope of the present invention as de?ned by the appended 
claims. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENT 

[0028] Incorporation by Reference: 

[0029] The folloWing materials may are hereby incorpo 
rated by reference as though fully and completely set forth 
herein: 

[0030] US. Provisional application Ser. No. 60/052,123 
titled “Wide Area Serial PCI” and ?led Jul. 10, 1997, Whose 
inventors are Craig ConWay, B. Keith Odom, Glen Sescila, 
Robert Hormuth, and Kevin SchultZ (Atty Docket 5150 
20801); 
[0031] US. Provisional application Ser. No. 60/050,399 
titled “Wide Area Serial PCI” and ?led Jun. 20, 1997, Whose 
inventor is Craig ConWay (Atty Docket 5150-20800); 

[0032] PCI Local Bus Speci?cation. Revision 2.1, avail 
able from Intel Corporation; 

[0033] DIGITAL Semiconductor 21152 PCI-to-PCI 
Bridge (Order Number EC-QUW9D-TE), available from 
Digital Semiconductor; 

[0034] PCI to PCI Bridge Architecture Speci?cation, 
Revision 1.0, available from Intel Corporation; 

[0035] CompactPCI Speci?cation, Revision 2.1. available 
from PICMG; 

[0036] CompactPCI Speci?cation Short Form, Revision 
2.1 (available from WWW.picmg.org), available from 
PICMG; 

[0037] PXI Speci?cation, Revision 1.0. available from 
National Instruments Corporation. 
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[0038] Introduction to WASP: 

[0039] The WASP (Wide Area Serial PCI) is a PCI master/ 
slave device implementing the PCI-PCI bridge register set. 
The WASP couples tWo physically separate PCI buses via a 
copper or ?ber optic serial link. By using the PCI-PCI bridge 
register set, the WASP is automatically recogniZed by the 
system BIOS of a PC and Will enable that BIOS to con?gure 
and provide information on devices on the remote PCI bus. 
This ensures that the softWare Written for a PCI device Will 
function the same Whether that device eXists inside the PC 
or is coupled to the PCI via the WASP serial PCI link. 

[0040] The WASP of the present invention operates to 
provide a transparent link betWeen tWo PCI buses. The 
WASP, for example, can replace MXI-2 in systems that 
connect a PC to a VXIbus or VMEbus backplane. The 
WASP or WASP system functions as a PCI to PCI bridge, 
connecting separate PCI buses. The WASP chipset imple 
ments a serial protocol, preferably the SerialPCI protocol, to 
provide a transparent serial link betWeen tWo PCI buses. 

[0041] Theory of Operation: 

[0042] FIG. 1 is a prior art diagram Which illustrates the 
basic block diagram of a PCI-PCI bridge. The PCI-PCI 
bridge couples tWo PCI buses transparently; hoWever, the 
bridge must reside on the same printed circuit card as the 
secondary PCIbus it bridges. By maintaining the PCI-PCI 
bridge paradigm but splitting the bridge into tWo halves 
connected by a serial link, the WASP of the present inven 
tion can couple completely separate PCI buses, on the order 
of a feW meters apart to a feW kilometers apart. 

[0043] FIG. 1A illustrates the WASP of the present inven 
tion. As shoWn, by maintaining the PCI-PCI bridge para 
digm but splitting the bridge into tWo halves connected by 
a serial link, the WASP of the present invention can couple 
completely separate PCI buses, on the order of a feW meters 
apart to a feW kilometers apart. 

[0044] The left half of the system shoWn above corre 
sponds to the upstream, or primary, PCI interface. It contains 
the Type 1 Con?guration register set as required for PCI-PCI 
bridges. Upon recogniZing this interface, the PC BIOS can 
enumerate and con?gure PCI devices on the secondary PCI 
bus Which is controlled by the right half of the system shoWn 
above. This half is the doWnstream, or secondary, interface. 
Note that While both the primary and secondary interfaces 
have con?guration registers, they are preferably only acces 
sible via accesses on the primary PCI bus. The registers of 
the secondary interface are only accessible via the serial 
link. The secondary PCI interface does not respond to PCI 
cycles eXcept to pass them upstream. 

[0045] Afull Serial PCI solution requires tWo WASPs With 
a copper or ?ber serial link betWeen them. The WASP has 
tWo modes: Primary and Secondary. The name of each mode 
corresponds to the hierarchy of PCI buses to Which the 
respective WASPs connect. 

[0046] FIG. 2 illustrates a WASP system according to one 
embodiment of the present invention. As shoWn, the present 
invention comprises a Wide Area Serial PCI system for 
connecting peripheral devices to a computer. The WASP 
system includes a host computer system 102 connected 
through a serial bus 104 to a remote device 110. The serial 
bus 104 can range from several meters to several kilometers 
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or more. The serial bus 104 may be any of various types of 
physical connections, such as copper Wire, coaXial cable, or 
?ber optic cable, among others. The serial bus 104 may also 
implement various types of protocols, such as IEEE 1394 or 
IEEE 1394.2, among others. 

[0047] As shoWn in FIG. 2A, the host computer system 
102 includes a CPU 122 and memory 124, and also includes 
a ?rst Peripheral Component Interconnect (PCI) bus 130. It 
is noted that the computer system 102 may have any of 
various system architectures. As shoWn in FIG. 2A, the CPU 
122 couples to a host bus 127. The memory 124 couples 
through a memory controller 126 to the host bus 127. The 
computer includes chipset logic Which implements a PCI 
bridge or bus controller 128. The bus controller couples to 
a ?rst PCI bus 130, also referred to as the local PCI bus 130. 
Various devices may be connected to the PCI bus 130, such 
as a video or graphics card 180, a hard drive 182, or 
instrumentation devices. Aprimary bridge 132 according to 
the present invention is coupled to the ?rst PCI bus 130. The 
primary bridge 132 includes PCI interface circuitry for 
interfacing to the ?rst PCI bus 130. 

[0048] The remote device 110 is located remotely from the 
computer system 102. The remote device 110 comprises a 
second or remote PCI bus 140 and one or more peripheral 
devices 144 coupled to the second PCI bus 140. The remote 
device 110 also includes a secondary bridge 142 coupled to 
the second PCI bus 140. The secondary bridge 142 includes 
PCI interface circuitry for interfacing to the second PCI bus 
140. The serial bus 104 is coupled betWeen the primary 
bridge 132 and the secondary bridge 142. 

[0049] Each of the primary bridge 132 and secondary 
bridge 142 include parallel/serial transceivers for converting 
parallel data generated on the ?rst PCI bus 130 and second 
PCI bus 140, respectively, to serial data for transmission on 
the serial bus 104 and for converting serial data received 
from the serial bus 104 to parallel data for generation on the 
?rst PCI bus 130 and second PCI bus 140, respectively. The 
primary bridge 132 and the secondary bridge 142 collec 
tively implement a PCI-PCI bridge register set. 

[0050] The primary bridge 132 and secondary bridge 142 
are operable to transmit PCI bus cycles over the serial bus 
104. The primary bridge 132 is operable to receive PCI 
cycles on the ?rst PCI bus 130 and generate serial data on 
the serial bus 104 in response thereto, and the secondary 
bridge 142 is operable to receive the serial data from the 
serial bus 104 and generate corresponding PCI cycles on the 
second PCI bus 140. In a similar manner the secondary 
bridge 142 is operable to receive PCI cycles on the second 
PCI bus 140 and generate serial data on the serial bus 104 
in response thereto, and the primary bridge 132 is operable 
to receive the serial data from the serial bus 104 and generate 
corresponding PCI cycles on the ?rst PCI bus 130. In this 
manner, the CPU 122 in the host computer system 102 is 
operable to generate cycles on the ?rst PCI bus 130 to 
communicate With peripheral devices coupled to the second 
PCI bus 140. LikeWise, the peripheral devices in the remote 
device 110 coupled to the second or remote PCI bus 140 can 
generate cycles on the second PCI bus 140 to communicate 
With the CPU 122, memory 124 or other devices in the 
computer system 102. 

[0051] Thus, according to the present invention, the CPU 
122 is operable to generate cycles on the ?rst PCI bus 130 
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to communicate With a peripheral device, Wherein the 
peripheral device is coupled to either the ?rst PCI bus 130 
or the second PCI bus 140. In addition, softWare developed 
to communicate With a peripheral device coupled to the ?rst 
PCI bus 130 of the host computer can also be used to 
communicate With the peripheral device regardless of 
Whether the peripheral device is coupled to the ?rst PCI bus 
130 or the second PCI bus 140. Thus, to the CPU, the one 
or more peripheral devices coupled to the second PCI bus 
140 appear coupled to the ?rst PCI bus 130. Stated another 
Way, the one or more peripheral devices coupled to the 
second PCI bus 140 are virtually coupled to said ?rst PCI 
bus 130. 

[0052] Each of the PCI buses or interfaces 130 and 140 
preferably conforms to the Peripheral Component Intercon 
nect Revision 2.1 Speci?cation, Which is hereby incorpo 
rated by reference in its entirety as though fully set forth 
herein. PCI speci?cation states, “the PCI Local Bus is a high 
performance, 32-bit or 64-bit bus With multiplexed address 
and data lines. The PCI bus is intended for use as an 
interconnect mechanism betWeen highly integrated periph 
eral controller components, peripheral add-in boards, and 
processor/memory systems.” PCI bus operations are Well 
knoWn to those of ordinary skill in the art. HoWever, basic 
PCI read and Write cycles, or transactions, Will be described 
here brie?y for clarity. It is noted that the present invention 
may be used With future revisions of the PCI bus standard 
and/or other expansion bus standards, as desired. As used 
herein, the term “PCI bus” is intended to include the current 
PCI bus implementation, as Well as future PCI bus imple 
mentations or revisions. 

[0053] PCI bus read and Write transactions occur betWeen 
an initiator device, also referred to as a master, and a target 
device, also referred to as a slave. PCI bus read and Write 
transactions include an address phase and one or more data 
phases. During the address phase, a valid address is supplied 
on the PCI bus address/data signals by the initiator of the 
transaction. The address speci?es the source address of read 
transaction data or the destination address of Write transac 
tion data. During a data phase, the data to be read or Written 
is transferred on the PCI bus address/data signals. 

[0054] The initiator indicates the presence of valid data 
during a Write transaction, or the reception of the data on a 
read transaction, via the IRDY# (initiator ready) signal. The 
target indicates the presence of valid data during a read 
transaction, or the reception of the data on a Write transac 
tion, via the TRDY# (target ready) signal. A data phase may 
comprise data transfer and Wait state cycles. If a master or 
target is not ready to receive or supply data on a given bus 
clock cycle during data phase, it may insert Wait states by 
deasserting the IRDY# or TRDY# signal, respectively. 

[0055] The PCI speci?cation also provides a means for a 
target to prematurely terminate a bus transaction by per 
forming a target initiated termination, or disconnect. One of 
the prescribed target initiated termination means is referred 
to as a “retry” since it instructs the master to retry the bus 
transaction again. 

[0056] Block Diagram: 

[0057] FIG. 3 is a block diagram that illustrates the 
internal architecture of the WASP, i.e., of each of the WASP 
bridges 132 and 142. In the present disclosure, the term 
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“WASP” is used to refer to a WASP bridge, such as bridges 
132 and 142. ShoWn in the diagram are four state machines, 
siX transaction queues, and the interfaces to the PCI bus and 
to the parallel interface. The four state machines includes a 
PCI Slave State Machine, a PCI Master State Machine, a 
Serial Transmitter State Machine, and a Serial Receiver 
State Machine. The transaction queues include a retransmit 
queue, a delayed transaction storage queue, a data queue 
used on the PCI to serial portion, and a data queue used on 
the serial to PCI portion. 

[0058] System Operation 

[0059] This portion of the application describes the opera 
tion of a WASP system, including the poWer on procedure, 
con?guration, and general operation. 

[0060] Modes 

[0061] WASP operation requires tWo separate modes, pri 
mary and secondary. These tWo modes are determined by the 
state of the PRIMARY pin. When PRIMARY is high, the 
WASP is in primary mode and is placed upstream (closest to 
the host processor) in the PCIbus hierarchy. When PRI 
MARY is loW, the WASP is in secondary mode and is placed 
doWnstream (farthest from the host processor). In this mode, 
it is also often the PCI system controller, providing clock 
and arbitration functions. 

[0062] System Startup 

[0063] After its poWer on reset input becomes high (deas 
serted), the WASP begins the issuing a sequence of packets 
called POP (PoWer On Packets) packets. These packets 
alloW the tWo WASPs to synchroniZe the operation of their 
transmit and receive ports. 

[0064] The secondary WASP generates POPA (PoWer On 
Packet Acknowledge) packets in response to the receipt of 
POP packets. The secondary WASP Will continue to send 
POPA packets until it receives a packet other than POP or 
POPA. This should happen fairly soon after poWer on as the 
BIOS begins to con?gure the PCI interface presented by the 
primary WASP. 

[0065] When the primary WASP receives the POPA 
packet, it asserts its internal BNO (begin normal operation) 
signal and alloWs its PCI port to begin accepting PCI cycles. 
Until BNO asserts, all PCI cycles decoded by the WASP Will 
be retried. 

[0066] This startup sequence provides tWo bene?ts to the 
WASP system. First, it alloWs the tWo sides of the WASP 
system to be poWered up in any order. Second, it is also used 
to resynchroniZe the tWo WASPs in the event that poWer is 
lost and restored on either WASP. 

[0067] Note that neither of these scenarios is foolproof. 
First, if the host processor is poWered up long before the 
secondary WASP system and has a limit on the number of 
retries it Will perform, the BIOS may determine that the 
primary WASP is a nonresponsive device because it has 
requested more retries than the host system Will deliver. 
Second, if poWer is lost and restored on the secondary 
WASP, there are many con?guration issues that Will need to 
be resolved regarding the devices residing doWnstream of 
the WASP link. 
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[0068] Con?guration 
[0069] Once pci reset deasserts (becomes high), the host 
PC is free to begin con?guring PCI devices. When it 
encounters the WASP, it Will attempt to con?gure the WASP 
and any devices residing on PCI buses behind it. If the serial 
link is not operational, the primary WASP Will reject all PCI 
cycles With a retry and Will start a 16 second timer. Once that 
timer expires, the WASP’s PCI port Will only accept Type 0 
con?guration cycles. It Will reject all other PCI cycles With 
a master abort. If the serial link becomes operational, it Will 
begin the POP sequence and again alloW PCI cycles of any 
type to occur. 

[0070] The preferred poWer on sequence for the WASP 
system is to turn on devices farthest from the CPU ?rst, and 
the CPU last. If this is done, all WASP serial links Will be 
synchroniZed. If, for some reason, a user must provide 
poWer to a secondary device after providing poWer to the 
CPU, the timer gives that use 16 seconds to do so. 

[0071] Transmission Count 

[0072] Both the primary and the secondary WASPs main 
tain a count of the frames transmitted and received. All 
frames eXcept those that are part of a Failure AcknoWledge 
or Sanity Check generate a strobe that increments the 
transmission count. 

[0073] This transmission count can then be used to detect 
if a frame Was dropped and can also be used to instruct the 
initiator of the transfer that it must retransmit its information 
starting at a certain point. 

[0074] WASP-WASP Communication 

[0075] In many cases, the communication betWeen the tWo 
WASPs does not involve the transfer of PCI data from one 
PCI bus to the other. These cases are discussed beloW. 

[0076] Interrupts, SERR*, and PERR* 

[0077] The secondary WASP monitors all four PCI inter 
rupt lines, PERR*, and SERR*. When it detects a change in 
any of these lines, it creates a Type 0 Con?guration cycle on 
the serial bus Writing to the Interrupt Control Register or the 
Asynchronous Signal Register. After the primary WASP 
accepts this signal, it Writes the data to the appropriate 
register. Depending on the status of enable bits in other 
registers, the primary WASP may assert the interrupts or 
other signals. 

[0078] Transfer AcknoWledgment and Sanity Checks 

[0079] The WASPs must let each other knoW that transfers 
have been received successfully or must be retransmitted. 
Speci?c transfer types have been described speci?cally for 
this type of communication. They are described in the neXt 
section. 

[0080] FIGS. 4-6 

[0081] FIG. 4 illustrates the input/output Transaction For 
Warding Map for the WASP, FIG. 5 illustrates the memory 
Transaction ForWarding Map for the WASP, and FIG. 6 
illustrates the WASP Frame Format and Parity Generation. 

[0082] Serial Bus Operation 

[0083] The WASP can use various transmission protocols, 
including IEEE 1394, IEEE 1394.2, or other standard or 
proprietary protocols. In the preferred embodiment, the 
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WASP system transfers information betWeen tWo PCI buses 
using a high speed full dupleX serial link as the transmission 
medium. Although this serial link increases the latency of 
the ?rst piece of information transferred, the aggregate bit 
rate is fast enough to maintain sustained performance close 
to that achieved by the PCI bus. 

[0084] The primary goal of the WASP serial protocol is 
achieving a high throughput. Second to this goal is limiting 
the ?rst cycle latency of the link. Unfortunately, these tWo 
goals often con?ict. A larger serial packet siZe usually 
increases overall throughput but also increases latency. The 
WASP protocol Was designed to alloW for high bandWidth 
transfers While limiting the ?rst cycle latency. It does this 
With an efficient packet management scheme. 

[0085] The Serial Packet 

[0086] A WASP serial packet is a multi-byte entity con 
sisting of at least three 40-bit frames. Each 40-bit frame is 
transmitted or received by the WASP as tWo 20-bit half 
frames. These half frames each contain 16 bits of informa 
tion about the transaction (command, address, or data) and 
4 bits of parity. 

[0087] The WASP uses the FLAG signal to differentiate 
betWeen the upper and loWer half-frames. 

[0088] FIG. 18 illustrates the half-frame format and hoW 
the 4-bit parity ?eld is generated. 

[0089] Notice that tWo of the parity bits implement even 
parity While the other tWo implement odd parity. This 
prevents a long string of erroneous ones or Zeroes from 
passing undetected through the parity check circuitry 
because it guarantees that every half-frame must have at 
least 2 ones and at least 2 Zeroes. 

[0090] A transfer comprises multiple packets that corre 
spond to the individual elements of a PCI transaction. For 
eXample, a single DWORD PCI Write appears on the serial 
bus as siX frames (three packets), tWo for the command 
phase, tWo for the address, and tWo for the data. These siX 
frames together comprise the transfer. A WASP transfer is 
analogous to the packet of most existing serial protocols. 

[0091] This scheme alloWs a receiver to verify the integ 
rity of a packet as each half-frame comes through the serial 
link instead of storing the entire packet and then determining 
if it Was successfully received. The protocol makes no 
restrictions on the number of packets that can be concat 
enated. This means that large amounts of data can be 
transferred one-per-clock While small amounts of data do 
not Waste bandWidth by requiring the creation of a larger 
packet to house them. 

[0092] WASP Serial Protocol 

[0093] The GLink transceivers inherently recogniZe three 
packet types: command, data, and ?ll. A command frame 
tells the receiver What type of information is contained in the 
folloWing frames. Data frames usually PCI address and data 
information. Fill frames are inserted by the GLink transmit 
ter When no Command or Data frames are being sent to 
ensure that the receiver is able to maintain a phase lock on 
the incoming serial stream. 
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[0094] Command Codes 

[0095] Although the parallel interface of the GLink chips 
is 20 bits Wide, the command half-frame only contains 18 
bits of transmittable information (a limitation of the GLink 
chip). The WASP protocol requires that the four loWer bits 
be used as the parity check; therefore, 14 bits are used to 
describe the impending transfer. 

[0096] The table in FIG. 7 describes the various command 
frames that can be sent and received by the WASP. 

[0097] Note that each frame contains command-speci?c 
information and information about the transmission count. 
The WASP uses the transmission count to ensure that each 
packet may be uniquely identi?ed in case an error occurs. If 
an error occurs, the transmitter can be noti?ed and Will begin 
to retransmit the information beginning at the packet number 
(or transmission count) that had the error. The folloWing 
sections Will describe the various scenarios. 

[0098] Posted Write Transactions 

[0099] The transmitter uses code 1000 to indicate that the 
current transfer (Which begins With a command frame) is a 
posted Write. The PCI command Will alWays indicate that the 
cycle is a memory Write (MWI is converted to MW by the 
WASP). 
[0100] For example, a PCI master initiates a memory Write 
transaction at OX8000 0000 With tWo DWords of data 
(OXDEAD BEEF and OXABCD 1234). The folloWing 
describes the sequence of 2 command half-frames and 6 data 
half-frames that Would be sent (the parity information is 
excluded). 

CAVin XX00 1000 0111 0000 
CAVin XX00 0000 0000 0000 
DAVin 1000 0000 0000 0000 
DAVin 0000 0000 0000 0000 
DAVin 1101 1110 1010 1101 
DAVin 1011 1110 1110 1111 
DAVin 0101 1011 1100 1101 
DAVin 0001 0010 0011 0100 

[0101] The ?rst column indicates Whether CAV_n or 
DAV_n is asserted, informing the GLink chip Whether a 
Control or a Data Word is available. The neXt four columns 
contain the half-frame information to be transferred. Note 
that the half-frames must be transmitted on adjacent clock 
edges. If there is a gap, the WASP assumes the transfer is 
complete and Will eXpect the neXt packet sent to be a 
command packet. The assumption here is that if a packet is 
somehoW dropped, the WASP Will see an empty clock cycle. 
The neXt valid packet Will tell the WASP that an error 
occurred. 

[0102] The receiving WASP increments its frame count as 
each frame is accepted. After receiving this transfer, that 
counter Will have a value of 4. The frame count of the neXt 
command frame should also be 4. If it is not, then at least one 
frame Was lost. 

[0103] PCI Con?guration Transactions 

[0104] The transmitter uses code 1001 to indicate that the 
current transfer is a PCI con?guration Write accepted by the 
primary WASP. The primary WASP passes all Write accesses 
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to its con?guration registers to the secondary WASP so that 
the tWo WASPs have identical copies of the register values. 

[0105] The WASP does not mirror every bit of every 
register. The register descriptions list Which bits are accepted 
and changed When a serial Type 0 Con?guration transfer is 
received. Because the WASPs automatically update each 
other’s registers, it is not necessary to transmit Type 0 
con?guration reads over the serial link. All reads of the 
WASP occur on the primary bus and are serviced by the 
primary WASP. 

[0106] Delayed Request Transactions 

[0107] The transmitter uses codes 1100, 1101, 1110 to 
indicate that the current packet is a delayed request trans 
action that must be completed on the other PCI bus. Status 
from that cycle must then be returned via a delayed comple 
tion transaction (code 1111). The three codes correspond to 
the three delayed transaction channels of the WASP. 

[0108] Delayed Completion Transactions 

[0109] The transmitter uses code 1111 to indicate that the 
current packet is a delayed completion. A delayed comple 
tion returns data and/or status for a PCI cycle back to the PCI 
bus originating the transaction. 

[0110] The status of a delayed completion is returned in 
the ?rst data frame of the packet. The remaining data frames 
contain PCI data. In addition to status, the ?rst data frame 
also describes Which delayed transaction channel is being 
serviced. Bits 2-0 indicate Which channel is being serviced. 
Bit 3 is set if the transaction Was successful. Bit 4 is set if 
the transaction received a master abort. Bit 5 is set if the 
transaction received a target abort. 

[0111] Although parity errors can also occur, they are 
passed back in the ParErr bit of the command frame. 

[0112] When the WASP receives a delayed completion 
packet With the target abort bit set, it returns a target abort 
When the PCI master retries the cycle. If the WASP receives 
a delayed completion packet With the master abort bit set, it 
Will either return 0><ffff_ffff or target abort, depending on the 
state of the Master Abort Mode bit in the Bridge Control 
Register. 

[0113] Success AcknoWledge Transactions 

[0114] The transmitter uses code 0001 to indicate that the 
current transfer is a success acknoWledge packet. 

[0115] The ACK packet actually has tWo purposes. It tells 
the transmitter about the status of the receiver’s DoWnstream 
Queue (the queue of posted Writes and delayed transactions 
Waiting for the master state machine to issue them to the PCI 
bus). It also tells the transmitter What the latest frame count 
is, alloWing the transmitter to ?ush its retransmit queue up 
to that point. 

[0116] The folloWing describes the tWo command half 
frames and four data half-frames of a sample Success 
AcknoWledge transfer. 

CAVin XXOO 0001 0000 0100 
CAVin XXOO 0000 0000 0000 
DAVin 0000 0000 0000 0000 
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-continued 

DAVin 0000 0000 0000 1000 
DAVin 0000 0000 0000 0000 
DAVin 0000 0000 0001 1110 

[0117] The control frame indicates Success Acknowledge. 
The ?rst tWo data half-frames comprise the ?rst data frame. 
They contain an 8, indicating that the WASP sending the 
Success Acknowledge has consumed 8 elements from the 
DoWnstream Queue since the last Success Acknowledge Was 
sent. This alloWs the transmitter of the other WASP to 
decrement its DQ tracking counter by 8, alloWing 8 more 
elements to be transmitted. 

[0118] The second tWo data half-frames comprise the 
frame count. The value of 0><1e indicates that the packet 
count of the last successfully received frame Was 0><1e. The 
WASP receiving the Success AcknoWledge can ?ush its 
retransmit queue until the frame corresponding to OXle is 
removed. 

[0119] Failure AcknoWledge Transactions 

[0120] The transmitter uses code 0010 to indicate that the 
current transfer is a Failure AcknoWledge. 

[0121] The Failure AcknoWledge is essentially a retrans 
mit request. It is similar to the Success AcknoWledge trans 
fer. An example of a Failure AcknoWledge is shoWn beloW. 

CAVin XXOO 0010 0000 0010 
CAVin XXOO 0000 0000 0000 
DAVin 0000 0000 0000 0000 
DAVin 0000 0000 0000 0000 
DAVin 0000 0000 0000 0000 
DAVin 0000 0000 0000 1000 

[0122] The control packet indicates Failure AcknoWledge. 
The ?rst tWo data half-frames indicate the frame count; 
hoWever, this information is not used. The second tWo data 
half-frames contain the packet count of the bad packet, also 
knoWn as the retransmission point. 

[0123] On receipt of a Failure AcknoWledge transfer, the 
WASP must stop transmitting as soon as possible and ?ush 
its retransmit queue until its oWn transmission counter 
equals the retransmission point. The transmitter then begins 
to retransmit the information from there. 

[0124] Additionally, the receipt of a Failure AcknoWledge 
implies that all transfers sent from the retransmit point on 
Were not accepted at the receiver. Instead of forcing the 
WASP to perform complicated arithmetic on the DQ Track 
ing Counter (the counter that tracks the DoWnstream Queue 
of the other WASP), the error recovery protocol dictates that 
the WASP Wait until all data from the DoWnstream Queue 
has been consumed by the PCI Master State Machine. At 
that point it sends the retransmit request. When the ?rst 
WASP receives the Failure AcknoWledge, it then resets its 
DQ Tracking Counter to indicate that the target WASP’s 
doWnstream queue is empty. 

[0125] Although a frame count is sent With each Failure 
AcknoWledge, the Failure AcknoWledge itself does not 
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cause the receiver’s frame counter to increment. Also, the 
WASP sending the Failure AcknoWledge does not submit the 
Failure AcknoWledge transfer to its oWn retransmit queue. 
These measures are taken to accommodate the possibility 
that the Failure AcknoWledge itself could become corrupted 
in transit. 

[0126] The circuitry that determines When to send a Fail 
ure AcknoWledge transfer has its oWn timer that begins 
counting When the Failure AcknoWledge is sent. The 
requested retransmission must occur before the timer expires 
or the Failure AcknoWledge Will be sent again. Because the 
WASP receiving a Failure ACK essentially shuts doWn 
normal operation to begin retransmission, the length of time 
betWeen the transmission of a Failure AcknoWledge and the 
receipt of the ?rst packet of the retransmission is determin 
istic for a given cable length. 

[0127] Table 8 describes the error conditions that can 
occur and Whether or not WASP Will return a Failure 

AcknoWledge. 

[0128] Although more error conditions eXist than are listed 
in the table, all error conditions break doWn into one of the 
categories listed. For eXample, the table does not speci?cally 
list the assertion of the ERROR signal from the GLink chips; 
hoWever, because the WASP ignores the current packet 
When this occurs, the problem Would manifest itself as either 
the receipt of a data packet after a ?ll frame or as a non 
matching packet count. 

[0129] Reset Transactions 

[0130] The transmitter uses code 0011 to indicate that the 
current transfer is a reset. This transfer is generated When the 
PCI reset line asserts and deasserts. Bit 0 of the ?rst data 
frame indicates Whether this is a reset assertion or a reset 
deassertion. 

[0131] Because PCI reset is received by the primary 
WASP and is generated by the secondary WASP, the Reset 
Transaction is only sent from primary to secondary. 

[0132] Additionally, at poWer-up, the primary WASP does 
not send a packet instructing the secondary WASP to assert 
PCI reset. The secondary WASP automatically drives PCI 
reset While PoWer-On reset is asserted. 

[0133] Sanity Check Transactions 

[0134] The transmitter uses code 0010 to indicate that the 
current transfer is a sanity check. 

[0135] The sanity check is a method of providing an 
overall error checking umbrella that can catch the error 
patterns that the 4 bit parity might miss. The Sanity CRC is 
a running CRC calculated on the information sent across the 
serial link, instead of being an autonomous CRC that is only 
calculated on a single frame. When the receiver gets a sanity 
check packet, it veri?es that the Sanity CRC matches its oWn 
Sanity CRC. If it does, operation continues as normal. If it 
does not, then both the primary and secondary WASPs assert 
SERR_n and system operation halts. 

[0136] Like the Failure AcknoWledge, the command and 
data packets of the Sanity Check do not cause the packet 
count to be incremented. Also, a Sanity Check is not 
submitted into the retransmit When it is transmitted over the 
serial link. If an error occurs on a Sanity Check, the receiver 
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ignores the transfer. Failure Acknowledge packets are not 
issued based on an error caused by a faulty Sanity Check 
transfer. 

[0137] Finally, neither the Failure Acknowledge packet 
nor the Sanity Check packet are used in calculating the 
running CRC value. Furthermore, the Failure Acknowledge 
causes the running CRC to be reset because a missed packet 
or other error would have caused the CRC calculated at the 
transmitter to differ from that calculated at the receiver. 

[0138] Error Detection and Correction 

[0139] The WASP maintains several methods of error 
detection and provides a means to correct most errors when 
they are detected. When the receiving WASP detects an 
error, it issues a Failure Acknowledge back to the transmit 
ting WASP. If the error occurred in the middle of the payload 
of a large packet, the receiving WASP will have already 
accepted the ?rst part of the packet and, in fact, the PCI 
master state machine may have already begun consuming it. 
A Failure Acknowledge, therefore, is a request to start a new 
transfer beginning at the point where the error occurred. The 
transmitting WASP must issue a new command packet (with 
the packet count eXpected by the receiving WASP), a new 
data packet with the updated PCI address, and data packets 
beginning with the one causing the error. 

[0140] On detecting the error and submitting a retransmis 
sion request, the receiving WASP will no longer accept 
packets until it receives a command packet with the same 
transmit count as requested by the Failure ACK. 

[0141] The error detection methods are described in the 
following subsections. 

[0142] Parity 
[0143] A 4 bit parity word is generated for each frame 
frame. Each of the 4 bits corresponds to one bit of each 
nibble of the other 16 bits of the half-frame. When a receiver 
detects a parity error, it discards that packet and sends a 
message back to have the source retransmit the information 
beginning at the invalid frame. The 4 bit parity ?eld in each 
half-frame is designed to detect all of the eXpected error 
modes of a serial system; however, like all CRC and parity 
check mechanisms, it can not detect 100% of all errors. 

[0144] Packet count 

[0145] By keeping a running tally of the number of frames 
sent, the WASP can detect if a frame was dropped. The start 
of every transfer begins with a command frame that includes 
the frame’s count. If the receiver’s frame count does not 
match that received, it can ask for a retransmission begin 
ning at the missing frame. 

[0146] Packet Monitoring 

[0147] The WASP expects every packet to begin with a 
command frame and to complete the entire transfer on 
consecutive clocks. If a ?ll frame ever directly precedes a 
data frame, then either a command frame was dropped or 
one of the data frame in the middle of a transfer was 
dropped. The WASP cannot distinguish between the two. 

[0148] In this situation, the WASP does not request 
retransmission. The WASP cannot tell what type of transfer 
is occurring based on a missing or corrupted command 
packet. Because it would be undesirable for the WASP to 
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transmit a Failure Acknowledge based on a bad Failure 
Acknowledge, the WASP cannot ask for retransmission until 
it receives the neXt command frame. 

[0149] The WASP simply discards the remaining data 
frames without incrementing its frame counter. When the 
neXt valid command packet appears at the receiver, the 
WASP will be able to take action because this command 
packet will contain the current packet count and will there 
fore let the WASP know whether or not it missed vital 
information. 

[0150] If the transfer that erred (had a missing packet or a 
corrupted command packet) was a Failure Acknowledge and 
the new transfer is a Failure Acknowledge, the WASP will 
not see a discrepancy in the packet count because neither the 
erring transfer nor the new one causes the frame count to 
increment. The WASP can respond to the new transfer as if 
no error ever occurred. 

[0151] If the ?rst transfer after an erred Failure Acknowl 
edge is not another Failure Acknowledge, then the receiving 
WASP will not see any error because the packet count will 
match the eXpected value. The WASP that sent the Failure 
Acknowledge will eventually retransmit it because it will 
not receive the eXpected retransmission before its timer 
eXpires. 

[0152] If the transfer that erred was a Sanity Check, the 
WASP will also not see any discrepancy in the packet count 
of the new transfer. Like Failure Acknowledge, Sanity 
Checks do not cause the packet count to be incremented. 
Because Sanity Checks do not carry vital information, they 
may be safely ignored. Any transfer following a failed 
Sanity Check may be processed normally. 

[0153] If the transfer that erred was any other type of 
transfer, the neXt command packet will include a packet 
count that does not match the eXpected value. The WASP 
may then submit a Failure Acknowledge to request retrans 
mission. At this point, it will ignore further transfers until 
retransmission begins. 

[0154] Note: Failure Acknowledge packets are never 
ignored. This will prevent a deadlock where each WASP is 
ignoring the other’s Failure Acknowledges. 

[0155] Command Code Errors 

[0156] The GLink chips can detect if they receive an 
invalid control code with each frame. This control code is 
what tells the GLink receiver that the packet is a command 
or data packet. When the GLink chip receives an invalid 
control code, it will assert its ERROR signal. The WASP will 
ignore that particular packet (treating it like a ?ll frame). 
When the neXt packet comes, it may either be a command 
packet or a data packet. In either case, this situation becomes 
treated the same as the Packet Monitoring above. 

[0157] SynchroniZation Loss 

[0158] If the WASP detects that the GLink chips have lost 
synchroniZation, it will wait until sync is reestablished. 
When the neXt packet arrives, the WASP will be able to tell 
if it missed any information by comparing the packet 
counter value to the received packet count. If the values do 
not match, the WASP will issue a Failure ACK. 

[0159] If synchroniZation loss persists, the WASP will 
enter a shutdown mode. As soon as the WASP detects that 
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the serial link is not Working, it begins a 2 second timer. 
While that timer is counting, the PCI slave state machine 
Will reject all cycles With a retry. If the timer expires and the 
serial link is still not operating, the WASP Will only respond 
to Type 0 con?guration cycles. In other Words, it Will alloW 
its registers to be read and Written, but Will not respond to 
any other cycles, causing those cycles to end With a master 
abort. 

[0160] Running CRC 

[0161] Although the likelihood of an erroneous packet 
being accepted as valid is very small, the WASP implements 
a second level of detection to improve coverage. Both the 
transmitting and receiving WASP maintain running CRCs 
based on information sent or received. Periodically, the 
transmitting WASP Will send a Sanity Check transfer. This 
transfer contains the CRC calculated by the transmitter. The 
receiving WASP compares this value With its oWn CRC. If 
the values do not match, an error condition has occurred and 
the system must be halted (by asserting SERR_n). 

[0162] Note that if an error is detected via any of the 
correctable methods listed above, that virtually guarantees 
an error Would be detected by the running CRC; hoWever, 
because the detection of errors causes the WASP to stop 
accepting packets (except for Failure AcknoWledge trans 
fers), the Sanity Check packet Would also be ignored. Sanity 
Check packets are only accepted and analyZed When the 
system seems to be operating normally; therefore, an error 
detected by an invalid sanity CRC automatically indicates 
that an undetected error occurred. Asserting SERR_n then 
halts the system. 

[0163] When a Failure AcknoWledge is transmitted, the 
WASP sending the Failure AcknoWledge resets its transmit 
CRC. The WASP receiving the Failure AcknoWledge resets 
its receive CRC. This ensures that When retransmission 
occurs, the tWo copies of the CRC Will track. 

[0164] In addition, because Sanity Checks and Failure 
AcknoWledges are ignored When an error occurs Within 
them, they do not cause the running CRC to change When 
they are submitted. 

EXAMPLES 

[0165] Memory Reads and Writes 

[0166] Assume the folloWing sequence of events occurs 
on the primary PCI bus: 

[0167] Memory Write,Address=0><8000i0000, Data 
1=0><DEAD_BEEF, Data2=0><ABCDi1234 

[0168] Memory Write,Address=0><8000i0008, Data 
1=0><AAAAi5555 

[0169] Memory Read, Address=0><8000i0008 
[0170] Memory Write,Address=0><8000i0008, Data 

1=0><9876i5432 
[0171] The primary WASP inserts three entries into its 
Upstream Queue (UQ) in response to the ?rst transaction 
listed above. The UQ noW looks like this: 

[0172] 78000i0000ehead 
[0173] 0DEAD_BEEF 
[0174] 0ABCDi1234 
[0175] (empty)etail 
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[0176] As soon as the ?rst entry is made, the WASP 
prepares to issue a serial packet by creating the ?rst frame 
of the transfer. The WASP creates this frame using the code 
for a posted Write, the PCI command code, the byte enables, 
and the current frame count, Which right noW is 0000. It then 
creates additional frames corresponding to the elements of 
the PCI transaction, ie one address frame and tWo data 
frame. Based on the ?rst entry in the UQ, the serial transfer 
has the folloWing form (note that the parity bits have been 
removed from each frame for simplicity) 

[0177] 0870i0000 8000i0000 DEAD BEEF 

[0178] As the WASP sends the ?rst frame (0870 0000) it 
is preparing the next one Which contains the address (8000 
0000). As it sends the address, it prepares the ?rst data Word. 
During this time, it is also looking at the next entry in the UQ 
to see if it continues the data stream or if it begins a neW 
transfer. Because it is, the next DWord is also added to the 
packet. As transmitted, the packet is noW: 

[0179] 087010000 
ABCDi1234 

8000i0000 DEAD_BEEF 

[0180] Assume noW that the next PCI transaction has been 
accepted by the WASP before the UQ has emptied com 
pletely. The UQ noW looks as folloWs: 

[0181] 78000i0004ehead 

[0182] 0ABCDi1234 

[0183] 7 8000i0008 

[0184] OAAAAiSSSS 

[0185] (empty)etail 

[0186] Although the address of the neW PCI transaction 
continues Where the last PCI Write left off, the WASP begins 
a neW cycle. It does not combine multiple PCI Writes into a 
single packet. A neW serial transfer begins. 

[0187] 087010000 
ABCDi1234 

8000i0000 DEAD_BEEF 

[0188] 0870i0004 8000i0008 AAAAiSSSS 

[0189] As each packet is created, it is routed to both the 
Retransmit Queue and to the parallel interface for transmis 
sion over the serial link. As each is submitted, the packet 
count is incremented. Also, each packet submission causes 
the running CRC to be updated. The reset value of the CRC 
is a ?rst value. As the ?rst packet is sent, the CRC becomes 
a different value Finally, each posted Write data element sent 
causes the DoWnstream Queue Tracking Counter to incre 
ment by 1. 

[0190] Next, the WASP accepts the PCI Memory Read. 
The WASP captures the command, byte enables, and address 
and then issues a retry to the PCI initiator. It puts the cycle 
information into its Delayed Transaction Storage and into 
the UQ. Both read requests and Write data are placed in the 
same queue to maintain order of operations. 

[0191] This read request is transmitted in a delayed 
request packet as folloWs: 

[0192] 0C60i0007 8000i0008 0000i0006 
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[0193] The ?rst frame indicates that this is a delayed 
request packet. The second frame indicates that the address 
is 80000008. The third frame indicates that 6 DWords should 
be prefetched by the PCI master state machine of the other 
WASP. 

[0194] The ?nal PCI Write noW occurs. Again, the infor 
mation is accepted into the UQ and is then transmitted as 
follows: 

[0195] 0870i000A 8000i0008 9876i5432 

[0196] Note that the packet count is A, accounting for the 
ten packets already sent, numbered 0 through 9. The com 
plete sequence of packets is shoWn beloW. 

[0197] 0870i0000 8000i0000 
ABCDi1234 

[0198] 0870i0004 8000i0008 AAAAiSSSS 

[0199] 0C60i0007 8000i0008 0000i0006 

[0200] 0870i000A 8000i0008 9876i5432 

[0201] The WASP just accepted three PCI accesses to 
the same PCI address in the order of Write, Read, 
Write. It submitted these accesses in the same order; 
hoWever, this ordering does not guarantee the order 
of the completion of the corresponding PCI cycles. 
The ?rst tWo PCI Writes Will occur and must com 
plete before the PCI read may occur. That read, 
hoWever, may be retried. While retrying that read, 
the WASP master state machine may choose to issue 
the last posted Write before completing the read. If all 
of these transactions had been initiated by the same 
master, then there could not be a guarantee that any 
softWare Written Would be able to preserve the order 
of reads and Writes that it submits. Once a PCI 
master receives a retry, hoWever, as in the case of the 
Memory Read above, that master must retry the 
access until the access completes before submitting 
another transaction if that master needs to ensure the 
order of its operations. Because We saW the ?nal 
Memory Write issued before the Memory Read 
completed, that Write must have come from another 
PCI master. Thus, there is no problem With the 
transactions being rearranged as they Were in this 
eXample. 

DEAD_BEEF 

[0202] Retransmission 

[0203] Assume that the second frame of the ?rst packet in 
the above eXample (frame count=1) had one of its bits 
changed from 1 to 0 and this fact Was detected by the 
receiver of the secondary WASP. In other Words, the trans 
mitting WASP (in this case, the primary WASP) sent 
0x8000i0000 and the receiving WASP (in this case, the 
secondary WASP) received 0><0000i0000. The secondary 
WASP has accepted and decoded the command frame and 
knoWs that the packet coming over the serial link is a Posted 
Memory Write. It has received an error in the packet that 
contains the PCI address, hoWever, and must signal that fact 
to the primary WASP. It must also discard the command 
packet it received because it does not have enough infor 
mation to make a PCI cycle. 

[0204] Once the secondary WASP has detected the error, 
it stops the regular acceptance and processing of packets 
coming from the primary WASP. If there is data in its DQ, 
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the secondary WASP Waits until that data has been con 
sumed by the PCI Master State machine. The secondary 
WASP then prepares and sends a Failure Acknowledge back 
to the primary WASP. Waiting for the secondary WASP’s 
DO to empty alloWs the primary WASP to clear its DO 
Tracking Counter When it receives the Failure AcknoWledge 
from the secondary WASP. The Failed ACK transfer is made 
of the folloWing three frames: 

[0205] 0010i0000 0000i0001 0000i0000 

[0206] The ?rst half-frame (0010) indicates that this is a 
Failure AcknoWledge transfer. The second half-frame is the 
packet count of the transmitter of the secondary WASP. 
Since the secondary WASP has not submitted anything yet, 
its packet count is 0. The second frame provides the retrans 
mit point. 

[0207] When the primary WASP receives the Failure 
AcknoWledge transfer, it stops transmitting over the serial 
bus. It Will then begin a process that pulls the information 
from the Retransmit Queue and retransmits it over the serial 
link, beginning With a frame count of 1. Notice that the 
primary WASP must still send a command packet ?rst. If this 
time all packets are transmitted successfully, then the fol 
loWing sequence should be received at the secondary WASP. 
Notice that the only difference is the frame count. 

[0208] 0870i0001 8000i0000 DEAD_BEEF 
ABCDi1234 

[0209] 0870i0005 8000i0008 AAAAiSSSS 

[0210] 0C60i0008 8000i0008 0000i0006 

[0211] 0870i000B 8000i0008 9876i5432 

[0212] The circuitry that empties the RTQ must keep track 
of several pieces of information about the frame at the head 
of the RTQ. This frame may be a command frame, a data 
frame that contains a PCI address, or a data frame that 
contains PCI data. The RTQ itself is actually 34 bits Wide, 
so bits 33 and 32 are used to provide a 2 bit code that tell the 
WASP What type of packet is in the RTQ. Table 9 describes 
hoW the 34 bit RTQ Word is interpreted. 

[0213] When the WASP clocks out and discards a com 
mand or address frame from the RTQ, it stores the contents 
of that frame. Each time the WASP clocks out and discards 
a PCI data frame, it increments the stored PCI address. If the 
frame at the head of the RTO is a data frame and Was part 
of a posted Write transaction, then the stored command and 
PCI Address correspond to the command and PCI address of 
that frame. 

[0214] Once the WASP receives the Failure AcknoWledge 
and has ceased normal serial transmission, it clears the DO 
Tracking Counter. It then begins to clock packets out of the 
RTQ. 

[0215] Each time a packet is clocked out of the RTQ, the 
RTQ Packet Counter is incremented. This counter is com 
pared With the Retransmit Point provided by the Failure 
AcknoWledge. When they match, the WASP continues to 
clock data out of the RTQ; hoWever, at this point, instead of 
discarding that data, the WASP creates serial transfers from 
it. This point in the RTO is also stored. This Will alloW the 
WASP to return to this data should retransmission again be 
necessary. 
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[0216] Once the WASP begins to read elements from the 
RTQ, one of tWo events can happen. Either the WASP Will 
?nish reading the RTQ, or it Will receive another Failure 
Acknowledge, indicating that one of the retransmitted pack 
ets had an error. When either of these events occurs, the 
WASP resets the RTQ so that the element at the head of the 
queue is the marked element. It also resets the RTQ Packet 
Counter to the value it had before retransmission started 
(This should correspond to the Retransmit Point as indicated 
by the original Failure Acknowledge). 

[0217] The WASP can then begin processing the neW 
Failure AcknoWledge just as it did the original one. It clocks 
out and discards RTQ information until the RTQ Packet 
Counter equals the neW Retransmit Point provided by the 
Failure AcknoWledge just received. 

[0218] In our example, the WASP RTQ Frame Counter 
Was at 0 and the WASP received a Failure AcknoWledge With 
a Retransmit Point of OxOOOl. The WASP Will read out the 
?rst element in the RTQ. Because this element is a command 
frame, this information is stored. At this point, the RTQ 
Frame Counter and the Retransmit Point match. The WASP 
starts a neW packet, using the stored command frame as the 
?rst frame, but this time the packet count is 1. 

[0219] The WASP marks the head element in the RTQ and 
begins to read the RTQ. It clocks out the address, 0x8000i 
0000, and the data elements (0><DEAD_BEEF, 0><ABCDi 
1234). The serial transfer sent is identical to the original 
transfer except for the frame count. 

[0220] 0870i0001 8000i0000 DEAD BEEF 
ABCDi1234 

[0221] The succeeding packets are sent similarly. 

[0222] Although the system and method of the present 
invention has been described in connection With the pre 
ferred embodiment, it is not intended to be limited to the 
speci?c form set forth herein, but on the contrary, it is 
intended to cover such alternatives, modi?cations, and 
equivalents, as can be reasonably included Within the spirit 
and scope of the invention as de?ned by the appended 
claims. 

We claim: 

1. A system for coupling one or more peripheral devices 
to a computer, comprising: 

a computer system, Wherein the computer system includes 
a CPU and memory, Wherein the computer system 
includes: 

a ?rst Peripheral Component Interconnect (PCI) bus; 
and 

a ?rst interface coupled to the ?rst PCI bus, Wherein the 
?rst interface includes PCI interface circuitry for inter 
facing to the ?rst PCI bus; 

a remote device located remotely from the computer 
system, the remote device comprising: 

a second PCI bus; 

one or more peripheral devices coupled to the second 
PCI bus; and 
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a second interface coupled to the second PCI bus, 
Wherein the second interface includes PCI interface 
circuitry for interfacing to the second PCI bus; 

a serial bus coupled betWeen the ?rst interface and the 
second interface, Wherein the serial bus includes ?rst 
and second ends, Wherein the ?rst end of the serial bus 
is coupled to the ?rst interface and the second end of 
the serial bus is coupled to the second interface; 

Wherein each of the ?rst interface and the second interface 
include parallel/serial transceivers for converting par 
allel data generated on the ?rst PCI bus and second PCI 
bus, respectively, to serial data for transmission on the 
serial bus and for converting serial data received from 
the serial bus to parallel data for generation on the ?rst 
PCI bus and second PCI bus, respectively; 

Wherein the ?rst interface and the second interface operate 
as a single PCI-PCI bridge. 

2. The system of claim 1, Wherein the ?rst interface and 
the second interface are operable to transmit PCI bus cycles 
over the serial bus. 

3. The system of claim 1, Wherein the ?rst interface is 
operable to receive ?rst PCI cycles on the ?rst PCI bus and 
generate ?rst serial data on the serial bus in response thereto; 

Wherein the second interface is operable to receive the 
?rst serial data from the serial bus and generate second 
PCI cycles on the second PCI bus. 

4. The system of claim 3, Wherein the second interface is 
operable to receive third PCI cycles on the second PCI bus 
and generate second serial data on the serial bus in response 
thereto; 

Wherein the ?rst interface is operable to receive the 
second serial data from the serial bus and generate 
fourth PCI cycles on the ?rst PCI bus. 

5. The system of claim 1, Wherein the CPU in the 
computer system is operable to generate cycles on the ?rst 
PCI bus to communicate With the one or more peripheral 
devices coupled to the second PCI bus. 

6. The system of claim 1, Wherein the CPU is operable to 
generate cycles on the ?rst PCI bus to communicate With a 
peripheral device, Wherein the peripheral device is coupled 
to either the ?rst PCI bus or the second PCI bus. 

7. The system of claim 1, Wherein the memory of the 
computer system stores softWare, Wherein the softWare is 
executable to communicate With a peripheral device coupled 
to either the ?rst PCI bus or the second PCI bus. 

8. The system of claim 1, Wherein the memory of the 
computer system stores softWare, Wherein the softWare Was 
developed to communicate With a ?rst peripheral device 
coupled to the ?rst PCI bus of the host computer; 

Wherein the softWare is executable to communicate With 
the ?rst peripheral device coupled to either the ?rst PCI 
bus or the second PCI bus. 

9. The system of claim 1, Wherein, to the CPU, the one or 
more peripheral devices coupled to the second PCI bus 
appear coupled to the ?rst PCI bus. 

10. The system of claim 1, Wherein the one or more 
peripheral devices coupled to the second PCI bus are virtu 
ally coupled to the ?rst PCI bus. 

11. The system of claim 1, Wherein the serial bus has a 
length greater than one meter. 
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12. The system of claim 1, wherein the serial bus has a 
length that ranges from 2 meters to 2 kilometers. 

13. The system of claim 1, Wherein the computer system 
has a ?rst mechanical form factor, Wherein the remote device 
has a second mechanical form factor, Wherein the second 
mechanical form factor is different than the ?rst mechanical 
form factor. 

14. The system of claim 1, Wherein the second mechanical 
form factor is a more rugged mechanical form factor than the 
?rst mechanical factor. 

15. The system of claim 1, Wherein the ?rst interface, the 
second interface, and the serial bus collectively implement 
a PCI-PCI bridge. 

16. The system of claim 1, Wherein the ?rst interface and 
the second interface collectively implement a PCI-PCI 
bridge register set. 

17. The system of claim 1, Wherein the ?rst interface 
operates as a ?rst portion of a PCI-PCI bridge, and Wherein 
the second interface operates as a second portion of the 
PCI-PCI bridge. 

18. A system for coupling peripheral devices to a com 
puter, comprising: 

a computer system, Wherein the computer system includes 
a CPU and memory, Wherein the computer system 
includes: 

a ?rst bus; and 

a ?rst interface coupled to the ?rst bus, Wherein the ?rst 
interface includes ?rst bus interface circuitry for 
interfacing to the ?rst bus; 

a remote device located remotely from the computer 
system, the remote device comprising: 

a second bus; 

one or more devices coupled to the second bus; and 

a second interface coupled to the second bus, Wherein 
the second interface includes second bus interface 
circuitry for interfacing to the second bus; 

a serial bus coupled betWeen the ?rst interface and the 
second interface, Wherein the serial bus includes ?rst 
and second ends, Wherein the ?rst end of the serial bus 
is coupled to the ?rst interface and the second end of 
the serial bus is coupled to the second interface; 

Wherein each of the ?rst interface and the second interface 
include parallel/serial transceivers for converting par 
allel data generated on the ?rst bus and second bus, 
respectively, to serial data for transmission on the serial 
bus and for converting serial data received from the 
serial bus to parallel data for generation on the ?rst bus 
and second bus, respectively; 

Wherein the ?rst interface and the second interface operate 
as a single bridge. 

19. The system of claim 18, Wherein the ?rst interface and 
the second interface are operable to transmit ?rst and second 
bus cycles over the serial bus. 

20. The system of claim 18, Wherein the ?rst interface is 
operable to receive ?rst cycles on the ?rst bus and generate 
?rst serial data on the serial bus in response thereto; 

Wherein the second interface is operable to receive the 
?rst serial data from the serial bus and generate second 
cycles on the second bus. 
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21. The system of claim 20, Wherein the second interface 
is operable to receive third cycles on the second bus and 
generate second serial data on the serial bus in response 
thereto; 

Wherein the ?rst interface is operable to receive the 
second serial data from the serial bus and generate 
fourth cycles on the ?rst bus. 

22. The system of claim 18, Wherein the CPU in the 
computer system is operable to generate cycles on the ?rst 
bus to communicate With the one or more devices coupled 
to the second bus. 

23. The system of claim 18, Wherein the memory of the 
computer system stores softWare, Wherein the softWare Was 
developed to communicate With a ?rst device coupled to the 
?rst bus of the host computer; 

Wherein the softWare is executable to communicate With 
the ?rst device coupled to either the ?rst bus or the 
second bus. 

24. The system of claim 18, Wherein the serial bus has a 
length greater than one meter. 

25. The system of claim 18, Wherein the serial bus has a 
length that ranges from 2 meters to 2 kilometers. 

26. The system of claim 18, Wherein the computer system 
has a ?rst mechanical form factor, Wherein the remote device 
has a second mechanical form factor, Wherein the second 
mechanical form factor is different than the ?rst mechanical 
form factor. 

27. The system of claim 26, Wherein the second mechani 
cal form factor is a more rugged mechanical form factor than 
the ?rst mechanical factor. 

28. The system of claim 18, Wherein the ?rst interface, the 
second interface, and the serial bus collectively implement 
the single bridge. 

29. The system of claim 18, Wherein the ?rst interface and 
the second interface collectively implement a single bridge 
register set of the single bridge. 

30. The system of claim 18, Wherein the ?rst interface 
operates as a ?rst portion of the bridge, and Wherein the 
second interface operates as a second portion of the bridge 

31. The system of claim 18, Wherein the ?rst bus is a 
Peripheral Component Interconnect (PCI) bus. 

32. The system of claim 18, Wherein the second bus is a 
Peripheral Component Interconnect (PCI) bus. 

33. The system of claim 18, Wherein the ?rst bus is a 
Peripheral Component Interconnect (PCI) bus, and Wherein 
the second bus is a PCI bus; 

Wherein the single bridge is a PCI-PCI bridge; 

Wherein the ?rst interface, the second interface, and the 
serial bus collectively implement the PCI-PCI bridge. 

34. The system of claim 33, Wherein the ?rst interface and 
the second interface collectively implement the PCI-PCI 
bridge register set. 

35. The system of claim 33, Wherein the ?rst interface 
operates as a ?rst portion of the PCI-PCI bridge, and 
Wherein the second interface operates as a second portion of 
the PCI-PCI bridge. 

36. A bridge for expanding access over a ?rst bus to a 
second bus, the bridge comprising: 

a ?rst interface operable to couple to a ?rst PCI bus, 
Wherein the ?rst interface includes PCI interface cir 
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cuitry for interfacing to the ?rst PCI bus, wherein the 
?rst interface further includes a serial interface for 
interfacing to a serial bus; 

a second interface operable to couple to a second PCI bus, 
Wherein the second interface includes PCI interface 
circuitry for interfacing to the second PCI bus, Wherein 
the second interface further includes a serial interface 
for interfacing to the serial bus, Wherein the second 
interface is located remotely from the ?rst interface; 
and 

the serial bus coupled betWeen the ?rst interface and the 
second interface, Wherein the serial bus includes ?rst 
and second ends, Wherein the ?rst end of the serial bus 
is coupled to the ?rst interface and the second end of 
the serial bus is coupled to the second interface; 

Wherein each of the ?rst interface and the second interface 
include parallel/serial transceivers for converting par 
allel data generated on the ?rst PCI bus and second PCI 
bus, respectively, to serial data for transmission on the 
serial bus and for converting serial data received from 
the serial bus to parallel data for generation on the ?rst 
PCI bus and second PCI bus, respectively; 

Wherein the ?rst interface and the second interface operate 
as a single PCI-PCI bridge. 

37. The bridge of claim 36, Wherein the ?rst interface and 
the second interface are operable to transmit PCI bus cycles 
over the serial bus. 

38. The bridge of claim 36, Wherein the ?rst interface is 
operable to receive ?rst PCI cycles on the ?rst PCI bus and 
generate ?rst serial data on the serial bus in response thereto; 

Wherein the second interface is operable to receive the 
?rst serial data from the serial bus and generate second 
PCI cycles on the second PCI bus. 

39. The bridge of claim 38, Wherein the second interface 
is operable to receive third PCI cycles on the second PCI bus 
and generate second serial data on the serial bus in response 
thereto; 

Wherein the ?rst interface is operable to receive the 
second serial data from the serial bus and generate 
fourth PCI cycles on the ?rst PCI bus. 

40. The bridge of claim 36, Wherein the serial bus has a 
length greater than one meter; 

Wherein the second interface is located greater than one 
meter from the ?rst interface. 

41. The system of claim 36, Wherein the serial bus has a 
length that ranges from 2 meters to 2 kilometers; 

Wherein the second interface is located betWeen 2 meters 
and 2 kilometers from the ?rst interface. 

42. The bridge of claim 36, Wherein the ?rst interface, the 
second interface, and the serial bus collectively implement 
the single PCI-PCI bridge. 

43. The bridge of claim 36, Wherein the ?rst interface and 
the second interface collectively implement a PCI-PCI 
bridge register set for the single PCI-PCI bridge. 

44. The bridge of claim 36, Wherein the ?rst interface 
operates as a ?rst portion of the single PCI-PCI bridge, and 
Wherein the second interface operates as a second portion of 
the single PCI-PCI bridge. 

45. A bridge for expanding access over a ?rst bus to a 
second bus, the bridge comprising: 
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a ?rst interface operable to couple to a ?rst bus, Wherein 
the ?rst interface includes ?rst bus interface circuitry 
for interfacing to the ?rst bus, Wherein the ?rst interface 
further includes a serial interface for interfacing to a 
serial bus; 

a second interface operable to couple to a second bus, 
Wherein the second interface includes second bus inter 
face circuitry for interfacing to the second bus, Wherein 
the second interface further includes a serial interface 
for interfacing to the serial bus, Wherein the second 
interface is located remotely from the ?rst interface; 
and 

the serial bus coupled betWeen the ?rst interface and the 
second interface, Wherein the serial bus includes ?rst 
and second ends, Wherein the ?rst end of the serial bus 
is coupled to the ?rst interface and the second end of 
the serial bus is coupled to the second interface; 

Wherein each of the ?rst interface and the second interface 
include parallel/serial transceivers for converting par 
allel data generated on the ?rst bus and second bus, 
respectively, to serial data for transmission on the serial 
bus and for converting serial data received from the 
serial bus to parallel data for generation on the ?rst bus 
and second bus, respectively; 

Wherein the ?rst interface and the second interface operate 
as a single bridge. 

46. The bridge of claim 45, Wherein the ?rst interface and 
the second interface are operable to transmit bus cycles over 
the serial bus. 

47. The bridge of claim 45, Wherein the ?rst interface is 
operable to receive ?rst bus cycles on the ?rst bus and 
generate ?rst serial data on the serial bus in response thereto; 

Wherein the second interface is operable to receive the 
?rst serial data from the serial bus and generate second 
bus cycles on the second bus. 

48. The bridge of claim 47, Wherein the second interface 
is operable to receive third bus cycles on the second bus and 
generate second serial data on the serial bus in response 
thereto; 

Wherein the ?rst interface is operable to receive the 
second serial data from the serial bus and generate 
fourth bus cycles on the ?rst PCI bus. 

49. The bridge of claim 45, Wherein the serial bus has a 
length greater than one meter; 

Wherein the second interface is located greater than one 
meter from the ?rst interface. 

50. The system of claim 45, Wherein the serial bus has a 
length that ranges from 2 meters to 2 kilometers; 

Wherein the second interface is located betWeen 2 meters 
and 2 kilometers from the ?rst interface. 

51. The bridge of claim 45 , Wherein the ?rst interface, the 
second interface, and the serial bus collectively implement 
the single bridge. 

52. The bridge of claim 45, Wherein the ?rst interface and 
the second interface collectively implement a bridge register 
set for the single bridge. 

53. The bridge of claim 45, Wherein the ?rst interface 
operates as a ?rst portion of the single bridge, and Wherein 
the second interface operates as a second portion of the 
single bridge. 




